Logan Legacy Award Policy

The Logan Legacy Award recognizes graduates and their alumni family members who were instrumental in the graduate choosing to carry on their family member’s legacy of attending Logan University. These strong family ties are a testimony to the value that our graduates and their families have placed in Logan as they refer their closest relatives to follow in their educational footsteps.

During the graduation awards ceremony, the graduate will receive a white cord to be worn with their Regalia to denote their Legacy status during the graduation ceremony. Both the graduate and alumni family member will receive recognition in the Logan University Commencement Program. Graduates should submit the application form to LoganLegacy@logan.edu at least eight weeks prior to graduation.

To be honored as a Logan Legacy, the graduate must:

- Have a parent (step), grandparent (step), sibling (step), child (step) or spouse that is a graduate of Logan University prior to the current graduate entering Logan University